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Science and technology have become inevitable in the life of every individual. It appears 
that human life is impossible without science and its equipments. But, the Australian 
poet, A.D.Hope claims that though technology advances every day, it remains incomplete 
and menial when compared to the brilliance of human beings and animals. A.D.Hope has 
created a strong aversion to science and portrays it in his poems. This paper focuses on 
A.D.Hope’s narrative excellence of knowledge regarding animals and birds in his select 
poems. 
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Alec Derwent Hope (1907-2000), is an eminent Australian poet, critic and essayist of the 
twentieth century. The poems of A.D.Hope cannot be categorized under a common 
terminology because it ranges from the minute to larger living and non living beings 
existing on the earth. His narrative mode and variety in style have made him a successful 
and representative poet of the century. His poems can be read by all kinds of reader, 
irrespective of gender, race, country or age. He belongs to both the ages dominated by 
nature and science. During the course of his poetic career he found that the basic reason 
for the pathetic condition of the drastic change in the balance of nature, decline of moral 
and religious values and the loss of tradition was the evolution of science. These changes 
in the society and the environment created an aversion in A.D.Hope for science and its 
development 
Chris Wallace Crabbe, a modern critic views poet as Janus headed as they possess the 
ability to present multiple or at least double sides of events or incidents of life. “Janus 
headed who live inside history”( 43). Though, A.D.Hope’s narratives are optimistic in 
several poems, some poems are pessimistic especially the poems dealing with science 
and modern life. A.D.Hope makes a clarion call to the modern generation to go back to 
tradition. The select poems explore the thoughts of A.D.Hope on the incompleteness of 
science and the excellences of human, animal and bird knowledge. 
“X-Ray Photography” shows the incompleteness of science. In this poem, A.D.Hope 
argues that x-ray can penetrate deep into the human body and unveil the inner parts of the 
body which are minute and countless. “The ray that melts away my skin/ Pales at that 
sub-atomic wave:/ This shows my image in the grave”(Selected 28). It can only show the 
physical structure of internal organs but not the mind or thought of a person. The skull, 
the head or the inner parts of the skull are visible to human eyes though x-ray. One could 
witness uncountable minute particles combining together to form a constellation of 
organs: 
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And, though I cannot see it plain, 
Within those stellar spaces roll 
The countless sparks and whorls of soul: 
My constellation of the brain. (Selected 27) 
The inner parts are calm and beautiful. They remain fresh and protected.  Yet, human 
knowledge is essential for the complete comprehension of it. “For in a last analysis/ The 
mind has finer rays that show/ The woof of atoms, and below”(Selected 28). So the 
inventions are incomplete without human intelligence. 
Arachne, a woman mythically famous for weaving, who is changed into a spider by 
Athena is a mythical character chosen by A.D.Hope. “There is Arachne, who once had 
been an expert in needlework, but daring to challenge Minerva, was defeated by her, after 
which she hanged herself; Minerva then completed the deed by changing her into a 
spider”(Tonetto 181).  A.D.Hope’s Arachne in “The Muse” spins a web at night to 
protect herself. The angry goddess still tortures the web and makes her hang to death. No 
one could find the wisdom behind the skill of weaving the web and the poison in her 
sting. Though Arachne is skilled, she becomes a creature of malignity: 
She is Arachne. Instinct spins the net 
Of her ferocious purpose in the night. 
On her bared nerves the dew shakes bright and wet; 
The angry goddess still with light (Selected 29)     
The knowledge behind the pattern of spider’s web still remains a mystery amidst several 
plans of engineers and architects. A.D.Hope emphasizes that human knowledge cannot 
excel the knowledge of the spider which is a menial creature when compared to human 
beings. He praises the intelligence of spider as: “Tortures the web; for there the spider 
hangs/ In loveliness no wisdom could invent” (Selected 29). 
Similarly, the knowledge behind the migrating bird is wondered by A.D.Hope in “The 
Death of the Bird”.He narrates the annual migration of the bird which returns to its home 
after winter. Though the bird finds it difficult to travel it does not want to disobey or alter 
the custom of the world and it continues its journey,“Custom and fearconstraining her no 
longer” (Selected 38). In the wilderness of the world with hills and rivers all human 
beings mock at the wisdom of the small bird. “Mocks her small wisdom with its vast 
design” (Selected 38). Though the world stands against and mocks at the memory of the 
bird, the poet wonders at it guiding spirit.  
Moreover, the parrot was considered as a bird of wisdom and so the kings were ready to 
afford ransom to possess a parrot. “Once you were thought the Bearer of the 
word;/Princes paid ransom for the speaking bird” (Selected 119). Not only the kings but 
also the scholars wondered at the speech and the ability of the parrot. “Hermetic syllables 
scattered from your beak/ Great scholars, who even dreamed in Attic Greek,/ Were hired 
to gloss whatever you might speak” (Selected 119). But the regard for parrot was 
diminished and it was considered only as a bird with least regard for its wisdom.  
A.D.Hope’s great regard for the intelligence of animals is presented in “The Imperial 
Adam”. His imagination goes beyond one’s comprehension in which he imagines the role 
played by the animals in the Garden of Eden when no other human exist in the world 
except Adam and Eve. The wild animals served as doctors and nurses in the delivery bed 
of Eve.  
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It was the beasts now who stood watching by: 
The gravid elephant, the calving kind, 
The breeding bitch, the she-ape with young 
Were the first gentle midwives of mankind(Selected 46) 
Eve was comforted by the lioness. “The teeming lioness rasped her with her tongue;” 
(Selected 45). “The proud vicuna nuzzled her”(Selected 46).A.D.Hope has used apt 
pictures of the animals which were considered as violent and wild. The animals which are 
at present considered as enemies or destructive animals are portrayed as friendly, 
compassionate and lovable. Thus, A.D.Hope has presented the wild beasts as the first 
medical practitioners of the world. The thoughts expressed in these poems coincide with 
the thoughts of Berger, who asserts: 
…animals are always the observed. The fact that they can observe us has lost all 
significance. They are the objects of our ever-extending knowledge. What we know about 
them is an index of our power, and thus an index of what separates us from them. The 
more we know, the further away they are.(14) 
The sound knowledge of the animals and birds is not acknowledged by human beings. 
This leads to the reduction in the population of several kinds of species. A.D.Hope admits 
that though science moulds and widens the ability of human beings, it should preserve all 
elements from being destroyed. In The Cave and the Spring, A.D.Hope asserts that: “The 
social and the psychological aspects of man occupy so much of the attention of modern 
science that what I call the properly philosophical aspect of man tends to be overlooked 
or neglected even among philosophers” (19). Irrespective of the developments in the 
technology, these living creatures are to be maintained and protected by all means for the 
sake of their wisdom.  
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